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About the University

The Bharathiar University was established at Coimbatore by the Government of Tamilnadu in February, 1982 under the provision of the Bharathiar University Act, 1981 (Act 1 of 1982). The University named after the great national poet Subramania Bharathi is enshrined with the motto “Educate to Elevate”. In the University, every effort is harnessed to realize his dream of making educational institutions as temple of learning. It is the aim of the University to participate in the task of inculcating necessary Knowledge, Skills and Creative Attitudes and values among the youth to contribute more effectively towards creating a new world. Bharathiar University has been ranked 14th among the Indian Universities, 21st in the Overall category by NIRF 2019, MHRD, Government of India.

About the Department

The department of Linguistics established in the year 1985 is a vibrant center of research and teaching. It is committed to disclose the diversity of Linguistics phenomena through different modes of inquiry. This department provided a reasonable research outcome in a way of enriching the research practices in language domain and took up humanitarian researches especially on documentation and preservation of tribal languages. Further the department takes up researches on the structure of Language, Acquisition of Language, Use of Language in context, Nuances of Semantics, Computational models of Language, Sociology of Language, Forensic linguistics, Tribal languages, Translation and Psycholinguistics.

International Conference on Innovative Researches of Linguistics

Researches on language and linguistics play a vital role in serving the humanity in a way of inculcating all nuances of languages. Language researches help to develop the communicative abilities of people. Introducing innovative ideas based on the knowledge and experience are always a welcome phenomenon in any kind of research and practice. Incorporating scientific techniques and methods help better implementation of innovative ideas and there by the social science researches can achieve more authenticity and accuracy. The dynamic trends of Languages need to be approached with contemporary methods and practices of use and usage employing lateral thinking. The all time fashioned core fields of linguistics need to be studied with innovative research methods and practices to meet the needs of present learners, researchers and teachers. Thus the International conference on 'Innovative Researches of Linguistics' welcome research papers of theoretical significants as well as applied with rationally modern techniques and tools in various fields of linguistics.

This conference will be held in the campus of Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu. Those scholars who wish to participate in the conference and wish to present their research papers in the areas of the above stated themes may contact the Organizing Secretary / Coordinators either through e-mail or snail mail. The selected research articles will be published in the UGC – CARE - listed and peer-reviewed journal 'Working Papers on Linguistics and Literature'.

Registration Fees

Participating in the Conference and Publication
Rs. 1,500/- (for Teachers) and Rs. 1,000/- (for Students and Research Scholars)

The amount should be sent to
Convenor and Organizing Secretary
A/c No.: 822610110015499
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